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ABSTRACT 

A surround-light system can be used to enhance and amplify the ambiance and 
effects of audio/video content. The light units of such a system are then triggered 
to provide the desired full-color lighting effects. The values for triggering these light 
units over time can be contained in a script, or generated on the fly, by means of 
content analysis. 
To automatically create a full-color surround-light experience that makes sense 
with video content, video features are extracted and used to calculate the values 
for the different light units over time. Obtaining an algorithm for the automatic 
generation of these light effects was achieved through a literature study on human 
perception and basic video processing techniques such as content analysis, color 
spaces and gamut mapping. 
In this report a context for this problem is described, followed by a first solution to 
an algorithm for the automatic generation of light effects for a given setup by 
means of average colors in the video content. First results with an implementation 
of this algorithm, conclusions and suggestions for future work are provided as well. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this chapter a general context for the thesis is provided, describing the Ambient 
Intelligent Lighting project and specifically the Living Light setup used in this thesis. 
Furthermore the problem description is defined and an outline for the rest of this 
report is given. 

1.1 Ambient Intelligent Lighting 

The Media Interaction group at Philips Research studies the paradigm of Ambient 
Intelligence [1 ][3][12]. This paradigm refers to integrating intelligent electronics into 
the user's environment. These intelligent environments are aware of their physical , 
social and cultural context and, based on this knowledge, they can adapt to the 
user's needs in a meaningful and appropriate way. One of the visions of Ambient 
Intelligence is the shift from selling products and services as such towards 
providing experiences. Lately people are willing to pay considerably not only for 
the product, but for the experience they can have with it. A glass of beer for 
example costs about 30 cents if bought in a supermarket, whereas people are 
willing to pay 3 euro or more if they have this same glass of beer on a sunny 
terrace in the center of Amsterdam. This shift in human expenditure is referred to 
as the experience economy [32]. 

The consumer electronics market is growing rapidly and therefore Philips divisions 
need to come up with new products and ideas in order to be distinctive in this 
highly competitive market. Philips Lighting for example is looking for opportunities 
and new applications of light, to come to higher margin products. Since light is 
ambient in nature, a strong ambiance maker and of prime importance in providing 
information about our environment, the paradigm of Ambient Intelligence is 
strongly applicable to lighting. This resulted in a joint project between Philips 
Lighting and Philips Research called Ambient Intelligent Lighting (Al-L) to 
formulate a vision of the future for lighting. 



Automatic Living Light Effect Generation 

Figure 1: The domain of the project 

The project explores the cross-section of Ambient Intelligence, Lighting, and the 
Home domain (Figure 1 ), with the aim of the project being defined as: 

"Explore and demonstrate a number of 
innovative intelligent lighting concepts 
and measure their effect in terms of 
acceptance, usability and excitement 

with specified user groups." 

In 2001 a workshop took place aiming to generate ideas regarding lighting 
concepts that would fit the ambient intelligent home of the (near) future [13]. 
These brainstorm sessions, together with a technology and literature survey 
[14][20], resulted in 24 possible scenarios for the use of ambient light in the future 
home domain [1 O]. Out of these 24 scenarios on usability, feasibility and scalability 
criteria four concepts were selected to be worked out in more detail [11] . 

Living Light turned out to be one of these promising concepts. It can be considered 
as the next step in home entertainment. A surround light system is used to 
enhance and amplify the ambiance and effects of audio/video content, thereby 
creating a more immersive experience. The details of this surround light system 
and its implementation will be elaborated in the next section. 

1.2 Living Light Setup 

In 2002 the Living Light concept was implemented as an experience demonstrator 
in the Philips HomeLab. This Homelab is a unique research facility at the Philips 
High Tech Campus, providing means for examining users while they are 
experiencing prototypes of future products in a natural environment [2]. 

The Living Light Setup consists of four LightSpeakers in the corners of the living 
room and a so-called CentreLight behind a 42" Flat TV (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: The Living Light Setup 

These units can be used to create a full color ambiance or for creating special 
effects. Figure 3 gives an impression of these light units. 

Figure 3: An impression of a LightSpeaker and the Centrelight 

Each LightSpeaker consists of a Red, Green and Blue fluorescent tube, controlled 
by a driver application on a PC. The Centrelight is constructed from six RGB LED 
strips, consisting of 40 LEDs each. These six LED strips can independently be 
controlled by the PC as well. See section 2.2 for a more detailed description of 
these light units. 

This same PC can be programmed to show a piece of content on the Flat TV 
screen, while in the meantime light effects are being sent to the LightSpeakers and 
Centrelight respectively. 

These light effects can be generated using three different techniques: 
• Manual lightscript creation 
• Automatic offline lightscript generation 
• Automatic on the fly light effect generation 

3 
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A lightscript contains the red, green and blue (RGB) values for each separate light 
unit over time. The PC can read these values and send them to the corresponding 
light units synchronously with the content. With the help of theatre-light designers 
and filmmakers such a script was created for a couple of sample movies and 
songs. These scripts were presented to a set of test users. 

According to the participants, the lighting effects did in particular enhance the 
experience of watching movies; it made them feel more involved. Especially the 
Centrelight turned out to be very appealing. So, as a first approach, manually 
generated lightscripts turn out to be quite a nice solution . They can for example be 
provided by the content industry and stored on a storage device (e.g. DVD) or 
people could share their own personal lightscripts over the Internet. However, 
manual lightscripts have certain drawbacks as well. Probably, most people will not 
like to spend time on creating a lightscript prior to watching a movie as the 
surprising effects will already be spoiled in that case. 

By means of content analysis it is also possible to generate the light effects 
automatically. A lightscript can be automatically created prior to actually showing 
the content. Or, if the algorithm is fast enough, the light effects can be calculated 
on the fly and sent to the light units synchronously while showing the content. 
These techniques have some disadvantages as well. With manual creation, one 
can easily look ahead in the content and use the semantic meaning of for example 
a movie scene in the generation of the desired effects. With automatic content 
analysis this is a lot more complicated as it is hard to look ahead in for example the 
content analysis of a television broadcast. Moreover, while humans can easily 
understand the semantic meaning of a piece of content, automatic extraction of 
these features is still a tough area in the field of computer vision. 

With or without the use of a lightscript in between, this automatic effect generation 
forms the basis for this thesis and the general problem to be solved is stated in the 
next section . 

1.3 Problem Description 

Basically, the problem to be solved in this thesis can be formulated as: 

"Explore the domain of automatically generating light effects 
for the Living Light setup by means of content analysis." 

It involves technical aspects such as video processing, color calibration, sampling 
techniques and synchronization, as well as cognitive aspects like human factors 
and perception. 

Using the Living Light setup with audio-only content like music songs is possible 
and leads to appealing results with manually generated lightscripts. However audio 
content falls out of the scope of this thesis and therefore the discussion is limited to 
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video content. For more information on music analysis, see The co/or of music by 
Cruts [9] . 

In general, video content needs to be analyzed before it is sent to the television. 
This content analysis extracts several features, which are used to calculate the 
colors and intensities for the light units in the room. These values are then sent to 
the light units synchronously with the content on the television (Figure 4). 

Content .,... __ ..,. Content 
Analysis ..,__~ Synchronization Television 

Content features Color Light effects ~ 
Mapping ~ 

Light units 

Figure 4: General effect generation for Living Light 

All of these steps pose problems for which numerous solutions are available. The 
purpose of this report is to define a general context for these problems and their 
solutions by means of requirements and to provide a proposal for an algorithm in 
which these requirements are met. 

1.4 Report Outline 

The next chapter gives an overview of the requirements to be met by automatic 
light effect generation to yield appealing results. Chapter 3 discusses some 
previous work in the field of video processing techniques to be used later on. 
Chapter 4 presents a general solution to an algorithm for automatically generating 
the light effects for a given piece of video content. Chapter 5 then discusses the 
first results obtained with a prototype of this solution, followed by some 
conclusions and suggestions in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Requirements for Living Light 

Investigating solutions to generate automatic light effects for the Living Light setup, 
a first step is to state the requirements to be met in order to obtain appealing 
results. These requirements depend mainly on human factors like the human 
visual system and color perception, which are discussed in the first section of this 
chapter. System factors like the number of LEDs and their update rate will limit the 
choices considerably. These system factors are discussed in the second section, 
concluding with the eventual requirements in section 2.3. 

2.1 Human factors 

This section gives an overview of the most essential aspects of human factors with 
respect to the perception of colored light based on a literature survey. At this stage 
of the project, not much literature was available about user perception in surround 
light entertainment environments, so most of these human factors relate to studies 
of perception of light in the office environment, which were primarily based on 
performance. The assumption is made that the aspects discussed there, to a 
certain extent also hold for perceiving surround light in the home entertainment 
environment. 

When looking at the perception of surround light, several aspects should be taken 
into account: 

• The color of the light effects 
• The brightness or intensity level of the light effects 
• The contrasts caused by the light effects 
• The dynamics of the light effects over time 

Before discussing these aspects, first the perception of (colored) light by the eye 
itself will be dealt with in order to provide a proper context for the rest of this 
section. 

2. 1. 1 The Human Visual System 

The human visual system is rather complex. Although not fully understood yet, it is 
clearly powerful with a very high bandwidth and outstanding ability to resolve color, 
detail, depth and texture. 

6 



Chapter 2 - Requirements for Living Light 

Visible light is electromagnetic radiation that can be seen by the eye [4]. A beam of 
light consists of individual packets of energy, called photons. These individual 
particles have wave properties as well. The wavelength of the light determines its 
color. The visible spectrum roughly includes the wavelengths from 400 to 700 
nanometers. The colors most often associated with each portion of the visible 
spectrum are indicated in Figure 5. 

10)4 1oU 10• 1015 101" 101• !0 11 101t 1o' tO' 10' Jo> 1ot m-11 
___i_.---L_____j'-,----'--r'--rr-~--'-T~--,r-r-r-i.-+~~~ 

"' ( 10 
1 s l( 10- ' b )( 10 · 7 

Figure 5: The Visible Spectrum 

When a beam of light enters the eye, the photons are absorbed by the receptors of 
the eye. These receptors contain photosensitive pigments, which are able to 
transform electromagnetic energy into the electrochemical signals of the nervous 
system. This results in the phenomenon of seeing. 

The retina of the human eye contains two kinds of receptors, the rods and the 
cones, which each have a special function to perform. The cones, which are 
distributed mainly in the center of the eye (fovea) , provide color perception and 
precise vision at normal brightness levels. The rods are distributed more around 
the periphery of the eye. Color cannot be discriminated by the rods, but they are 
very sensitive to light and provide vision at very low brightness levels. The 
distribution of rods and cones on the retina is shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Distribution of rods and cones 
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2.1.2 Co/or 

Visible light (reflected by an object) can be described in terms of the three basic 
characteristics hue, saturation and brightness [8]. 

Hue is defined by the specific wavelength of the light and is associated with the 
color we perceive, like for example red, or yellowish green. When starting at the 
lowest end of the visible spectrum and increasing the wavelength until an observer 
discriminates a color difference yields roughly 200 different hues that can be 
discriminated as a unique color [18]. 

Saturation refers to the purity of a hue. Red for example is more saturated than 
pink. Saturation is decreased when more white light is added to a monochromatic 
light source. Tests show that observers can distinguish averagely 20 levels of 
saturation per hue [18] . 

Brightness is the aspect of the perception of light, which describes its intensity. 
Increasing this intensity slowly, about 500 steps in brightness can be 
discriminated. So all of these 200 discriminable hues have about 20 levels of 
saturation and up to 500 values for brightness, and thus one can discriminate 
about 200 x 20 x 500 = 2 million different color perceptions [18] . 

To create a full-color immersive experience in the living room, one of the main 
aspects is the selection of the right color for each particular light unit. Increasing 
the amount of sensory stimuli enhances the depth of an experience, as long as 
these stimuli are coherent [38]. So in order to enhance the experience of for 
example watching a movie, the colors for the light units should be chosen 
coherently to the video content and each other. In our case color coherency is 
defined as colors that perceptually match in one way or another in order to make 
sure the immersive experience of the created virtual environment is not disturbed. 
Assuming that the degree of immersion is positively related to appreciation of the 
concept, obtaining this coherent color match will be one of the most important 
requirements for the experience to be appealing. 

Obtaining such a perceptual color match is not at all trivial as color perception is 
quite subjective and dependent of environmental factors as well. As indicated in 
the previous subsection, the perception of a specific color is determined by its 
wavelength. However the connection between this wavelength and the experience 
of a color is arbitrary [17]. In 1704 Newton stated that the colors corresponding to 
certain wavelengths (like for example red for long wavelengths) are not contained 
in the rays itself [30] . The colors are created by our perceptual system and are 
therefore private for each person. Deducting from this, it will be very hard to obtain 
a perceptually perfect color match for each independent person. 

Concerning environmental factors, the perception of colors is dependent of lighting 
conditions as well. The color of an object is defined by the intensity distribution as 
a function of the wavelengths it reflects. These wavelengths consist of those in the 
emission of the original light source minus the wavelengths that are absorbed by 
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the object. A red object for example absorbs all the short blue and green 
wavelengths, reflecting only the longer wavelengths, which are perceived as red. A 
typical incandescent light bulb emits more red and green and therefore looks 
yellowish . Objects appear to have warmer colors under this type of lighting 
because more red and green wavelengths are available for reflectance. 
Fluorescent tubes on the other hand emit a higher percentage of blue light and will 
therefore give objects a cooler appearance. Due to this effect, changing the light 
source will change the perceived color of an object. Moreover, colors that match 
under certain lighting conditions may very well be quite distinctive under others. 
This phenomenon is referred to as illuminant metamerism [34] . In our case this 
effect complicates the issue of obtaining a perceptually perfect color match 
between the content and the different light units under all circumstances, 
especially when sunlight or other light units are present in the room. 

Another problem that arises when trying to resemble the content color on the wall 
is the color of the paint on that wall. A yellow wall, for example will reflect different 
colors than a white one. When the walls are not too dark, doing some calibration 
with a color sensor beforehand can probably solve this problem, but as far as this 
thesis is concerned, a white wall is assumed to be present in this case. 

Yet another perceptual problem with colors are so-called afterimages. When 
exposed to a certain color for a certain time, the cones in the retina that respond to 
this color will fatigue and fire less. When suddenly switching to for example white, 
our brain will still compensate for the fatigue of these cones and perceive a 
different color than white. In our case this effect causes matching colors to appear 
differently after for example a sudden flash in the content. 

2. 1. 3 Brightness 

Having established the (assumed) proper hues and saturations for the light units, 
the intensity level or brightness of the lights is another parameter that should be 
taken into account. Although the terms brightness and intensity or luminance are 
frequently confused, Foley [15] states that the terms intensity and luminance refer 
to the physical sense of energy, whereas brightness refers more to the 
psychological sense of this perceived intensity. 

Using too much intensity can result in a negative effect called glare. According to 
Sanders and McGormick [33] glare is produced by brightness within the field of 
vision that is sufficiently greater than the luminance to which the eyes are adapted. 
This can cause annoyance, discomfort and loss in visual performance and 
visibility. Direct glare is caused by light sources in the field of view, whereas 
reflected glare is caused by light being reflected by a surface in the field of view. 
This kind of glare can occur when the light units are too bright or too direct in the 
user's field of view. 

Furthermore, Hopkinson and Collins [21] mention another negative effect called 
contrast discomfort glare, which might arise when there is a very bright area in an 
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otherwise much darker scene. In this case the larger part of the visual field is well 
within the current adaptation range, whereas a small part is way beyond this 
range, causing our pupil to reach a state of imbalance, which is believed to cause 
an uncomfortable feeling. In our case this situation might occur when the television 
and the Centrelight LEDs produce a bright area in a relatively dark room. 

In general, big changes in intensity level will demand a lot of adaptation of our 
pupils. Intensity changes (candela I m2

) of more than a factor 10 are perceptually 
uncomfortable [21]. A flash, or sudden bright moment in the content might trigger 
such relatively big intensity changes. Although these intensity changes are 
believed to be perceptually uncomfortable, some users may not have problems 
with these extreme effects, as their overall experience will be emphasized as well. 
As different users will have different opinions on this subject, Chapter 6 gives 
some suggestions on personalization of the effects. 

2. 1. 4 Contrast 

The overall appreciation of the surround-light experience depends on contrast as 
well. If the lights in the room are set too bright, small contrast differences in 
detailed parts of the video content are not perceptually visible anymore. This 
negative effect can be overcome by not using too much brightness when the video 
content contains detailed darker parts. According to the Methodology for the 
subjective assessment of the quality of television pictures [25], a 0.15 ratio 
between background luminance and screen peak luminance provides the optimal 
environment. However, this ratio must be seen as a guideline for watching 
television, which may not be applicable to effect generation. 

The perception of colors and especially their contrast is influenced by the colors of 
the surrounding environment as well. This phenomenon, called simultaneuous 
contrast [26] can cause exactly the same color to appear completely different when 
viewed within other surroundings: 

Figure 7: Examples of the simultaneous contrast effect 

Getting two colors to perfectly match under any circumstance will obviously be 
extremely difficult due to this effect, which in our case may occur when the light 
units surrounding the television are set too bright. In that case the colors on the 
television screen will appear differently. This is caused by the ratio principle [17] . 

10 
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According to this principle, the perceived brightness of a color is influenced by the 
brightness ratio with the surrounding background. Figure 8 shows this principle: 
The central squares which represent the television screen are exactly the same 
color but appear differently because of different surroundings. 

Figure 8: The ratio principle 

2. 1. 5 Dynamics 

Until now, mostly static aspects of perceiving light were discussed. However, the 
overall experience will be over time, so the dynamics produced by the light units 
over time is of importance as well. 

As mentioned before, keeping the colors of the lights as close as possible to the 
colors in the content is assumed to provide an appealing result. However, too 
many light updates per second can result into flickering. Flicker in our case is 
defined as a perceivable fluctuation in brightness or color. Flicker has considerable 
power to gather attention; it can be used as a form of warning. In our case 
however, flicker in the lights is assumed to mainly distract the user from watching 
the video content. 

The corners of our eyes, which contain mainly rods (as shown in Figure 2) , are 
especially sensitive to intensity fluctuations as a form of warning. So especially 
flicker in the LightSpeakers will tend the user's eyes to turn towards them, 
distracting the user's vision from the content. Moreover, regular light flashes, in the 
form of flicker, can cause systematic variations in the electrical brain activity. This 
can ultimately lead to epilepsy attacks and hence should be avoided at all costs. 

This concludes the discussion on human factors. The system factors that have 
also played a role in formulating the requirements will be dealt with in the next 
section. 

2.2 System factors 

In this section the technical details of the different light units are discussed. 
Obviously, these specifications impose certain constraints to an algorithm for 
automatic light effect generation as well . First the Centrelight is elaborated, 
followed by the LightSpeakers. 

11 
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2.2. 1 The CentreLight 

The Centrelight surrounds the television with six separately controllable LED 
strips, two at the top, two at the bottom, and one on each side of the television. 
Each LED strip consists of 40 LEDs of 1 Watt each. 

Figure 9: A LED strip 

These LED strips can be controlled by a driver on the Al-L PC. This PC can send 
RGB values as percentages to the red, green and blue channels of the light units. 
To send these percentages, at most 8 bits are used. This implies that at most 256 
different levels of brightness can be achieved for each channel. 

Unfortunately, driving 40 LEDs at full power results in far too much brightness. To 
reduce this brightness by a factor of four, the provided driver divides each value by 
four before sending the percentages. This implies no more than 64 brightness 
steps are left available. Especially at low intensities, this number of steps is not 
sufficient, causing the LED strips to show discrete steps and flickering when 
triggered at low intensities. A workaround solution for this problem is given in 
Chapter 4. 

Because of the different color emission properties of the LED strips and the 
television, obtaining a perceptually coherent color match becomes even more 
complicated. Even with the same RGB values, these light units will emit completely 
different colors than the television screen. Therefore a lot of color calibration steps 
are needed before the eventual values can be sent to the light units. This same 
issue also holds for the LightSpeakers, which are discussed next. 

2.2.2. The LightSpeakers 

Each of the four LightSpeakers consists of a red, green and blue fluorescent tube 
mounted in a supporting cylinder: 

12 
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1111 

Figure 10: A LightSpeaker 

These LightSpeakers are driven in the same way as the CentreLight by sending 
the red, green and blue percentages for each particular channel. 

A disadvantage of fluorescent tubes is their startup latency and flicker when 
switching them on. This problem is accounted for in the provided driver by never 
switching them off completely. Another disadvantage of the tubes is the limited 
color range that can be produced. Despite this limitation, Chapter 4 will provide 
more details on still obtaining a coherent color match. 

2.3 Conclusions 

This section provides an overview of the requirements mentioned in the previous 
sections, as well as some proposed approaches to meet these requirements. 

RQ 1: The colors of the light units should be coherent with the content and each 
other. 

To meet this requirement, content analysis needs to provide adequate content 
features for obtaining colors for the light units that are perceptually coherent with 
this content. To account for the different color emission properties of television 
screen, CentreLight LEDs and LightSpeakers respectively, color calibration is 
needed in order to obtain this coherent color match. Chapter 3 will discuss some 
general content analysis and color calibration techniques, whereas in Chapter 4 a 
practical solution, using these techniques, will be proposed. 

RQ 2: Brightness should be controlled in such a way that direct, reflected and 
discomfort glare is avoided and color contrast in the content is maintained. 

Using too much intensity causes glare and loss of contrast. Too less intensity on 
the other hand, decreases the effects and therewith lessens the experience. 
Therefore an optimal middle course needs to be found. Future solutions to this 
problem are found in Chapter 6. For the time being, the CentreLight LEDs are 
driven in such a way that no more than one quarter of their full power is used. The 
LightSpeakers are placed close to the walls to avoid direct brightness in the user's 
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field of view or in the reflection of the television screen. Furthermore they are never 
switched off completely, providing a base lighting in the room. 

RQ 3: Flicker in the light units should be avoided. 

Subsampling techniques can be used to reduce overall flicker. A detailed 
discussion on this approach is found in section 4.3. 

RQ 4: For real-time generation of light effects a solution needs to be efficient in 
time and memory space. 

A solution for automatic generation of light effects needs to be applicable in real
time situations as well , where the light effects need to be calculated on the fly, 
while the content is being displayed. This poses constraints to calculation 
complexity and look-ahead buffers because of time efficiency and memory 
constraints respectively. Again the subsampling techniques of section 4.3 provide 
means to meet this requirement. Furthermore, some implementation issues on this 
subject are found in section 4.4. 
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Chapter 3 

Basic video processing 

As can be concluded from the requirements, creating an algorithm for automatic 
light effect generation involves techniques in the areas of content analysis, color 
calibration and video sampling. This chapter will give an overview of background 
literature in these areas, providing a context for the rest of the thesis, where a first 
solution to the problem is proposed using these techniques. 

3.1 Content Analysis 

Content analysis refers to a computerized approach of understanding the semantic 
meaning of a piece of (multimedia) content [37]. In the current digital multimedia 
information era this automated analysis is applicable in many fields. Automated 
content analysis is already extensively used in efficient browsing and retrieval of 
multimedia data by identifying, summarizing and indexing specific content features. 

The first step in any content analysis task is the segmentation or parsing of the 
content. A digital video signal is obtained by digitizing a moving picture that can be 
considered to be continuous in time and space [7] . The temporal digitization is 
referred to as sampling. Temporal sampling results into still images called video 
frames. The number of frames per second, the frame rate, is determined by the 
video standard, usually 25 (PAL) or 30 (NTSC) per second. Each frame consists 
of a number of picture elements, called pixels, depending on the resolution (width x 
height) and the aspect ratio (width I height) of the video content. These pixels 
contain the color information, usually in the form of RGB values. In our case, these 
RGB values in the pixels of the video frames are used as input values for the 
feature extraction part of the algorithm proposed in Chapter 4. 

In literature, these features are divided into simple (syntactic) and complex 
(semantic) features [35]. Syntactic features can be extracted from a piece of digital 
content without any background knowledge about this specific content. These 
features technically describe the content, but, concerning the semantic meaning of 
this content, no conclusions can be drawn directly. Some of these features are 
valid at a fixed point in time whereas others are only defined over a time interval. 
Video features such as RGB color or image edges can be extracted from a single 
frame, whereas for the computation of motion vectors and flicker at least a 
sequence of video frames is needed. 
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Semantic features on the other hand allow for interpretation of the content. Most of 
these features are retrieved through analysis and evaluation of previously obtained 
syntactic features. In this way for example camera action like zooming, panning 
and tilting, as well as shot and scene cuts can be detected from video content, 
providing more semantic information about the director's intentions. See Chapter 6 
for more details on how these features could be used in the automatic generation 
of light effects. 

As color is one of the most important attributes for image representation and in our 
case rather important for meeting requirement RQ1 , the proposed solution will only 
use the RGB colors in the pixels for feature extraction. Some color extraction 
techniques are described next. 

A color histogram represents the color distribution of an image. Invariant to image 
rotation, translation and viewing axis, these histograms are the most widely used 
color features: 

Source: http:// www.cse.ogi.edu 
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Figure 11: Example color histogram 

These histograms give an orderly representation of the most dominant colors in an 
image. In our case, these dominant colors can be used to represent (parts of) the 
video frames, in order to come up with a basis for a coherent color match (RQ1 ). 

Because standard color histograms do not consider the spatial distribution of the 
colors in an image, a lot of research was put in effective color quantization 
methods [36] and histogram refinement algorithms [31]. Through these methods 
the clustering and similarity of colors is considered as well , providing a histogram 
with dominant colors that resemble the perceived image colors more closely. 

Instead of using a single dominant color, the average color of a set of pixels or 
averaging over the most dominant colors in this set can provide a representative 
color for these pixels as well . Chapter 4 describes which color extraction method is 
used in our case. 
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Concluding, content analysis is used to extract specific content features for further 
processing. In our case these extracted features consist of representative colors of 
the video frames, which are used as a basis for obtaining a coherent color match 
between the light units and the content. The next section will provide a general 
discussion on how such a match can be properly achieved. 

3.2 Color calibration 

The world around us is full of colors and because of the increasing popularity of 
digital cameras, scanners and color printers, color has become a very important 
issue in the digital world as well. A main challenge in this digital color world is the 
matching of colors between different devices and the real world. This is not a trivial 
issue and the main problems in the field of color calibration will be discussed in this 
section. 

3.2. 1 Co/or spaces 

As color is a very subjective and personal concept, attributing numeric values to 
the brain's response on visual stimuli is very difficult. However, co/or spaces can 
aid in this process, providing an objective description of color, either between 
persons or between programs or machines [16] . 

Some color spaces are more suitable than others for different applications. A 
computer for example describes its colors in the additive amounts of red, green 
and blue values, while humans like to define a color more intuitively. Therefore 
perceptual color spaces like PANTONE®, the Munsell color system and HSV color 
space were introduced [6] . 
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Figure 12: HSV cone and RGB cube 
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In HSV space the colors are described in terms of their hue, saturation and value 
(brightness) . Humans think of colors in the same way and therefore this space 
provides an advantage in intuitively specifying color. Furthermore, because of the 
linearity in perception and the separation of the luminance and color information, 
this color space is stated to have advantages in image processing applications 
[16]. 

In a device dependent color space, like RGB in computers, a produced color 
depends both on the values used for the parameters as well as on the display 
equipment. This causes a color with the same RGB values to appear differently on 
different monitors or television screens. In a device independent color space 
however, a set of parameters will always represent the same color, no matter what 
equipment is used for display. This device independence is obtained by describing 
the colors either in terms of a standard reference (e.g. sRGB) or in terms of the 
human visual system (e.g. CIE) . 

In a joint effort led by Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard the sRGB color space was 
designed as a default color management system for device independent purposes. 
It was published in 1999 by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
[24] and now is widely used in computers, digital scanning and printing and as a 
web standard. 

In 1931 the Commission lnternationale de l'Eclairage ( CIE) produced a color 
system, based on perceptual-physiological measurements [23] . The CIE XYZ color 
system is the root of all colorimetry and any color can be specified using only 
positive values. This internationally agreed method for specifying color, which is 
based on the additive mixture of light, is completely device independent. By a 
simple conversion from XYZ values to chromaticity coordinates, normalizing for 
brightness, these device independent colors can be represented in a so-called 
chromaticity diagram: 
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Figure 13: The CIE chromaticity diagram 

The horseshoe in this figure shows all colors the human eye can see at full 
brightness. The colors on the outside are fully saturated, whereas towards the 
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canter saturation is lowered until the colors are fully white. The x-axis shows the 
percentage of red and the y-axis gives the percentage of green. The percentage of 
blue will therefore be 1-x-y and as a standard white, illuminant C was defined by 
specifying a spectral distribution close to daylight near but not exactly at the point 
where x=y=1/3 [15] . 

To communicate device dependent colors (for example RGB) between different 
devices, co/or space conversions are required. Usually such conversions use a 
device independent color space in between: RGB 7 XYZ 7 R'G'B' 

Provided that R, G and B are in some linear RGB space, and within the nominal 
[0 .. 1] range, the following linear matrix multiplication will realize such a conversion 
[15] : 

Where M is dependent on the primary coordinates of the specific RGB system. 
These co/or primaries can usually be found in the device's documentation or they 
can be obtained using a colorimeter for measuring the chromaticity coordinates of 
the output of the RGB system at full level for red (x r , Yr). green (:xg , y 9 ) , blue 
(x b , Yb), and white (x w, Yw). 

As described in [15], these red, green and blue primaries need to be scaled by a 
certain vector in order to obtain the eventual conversion matrix: 
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This scaling vector can be found by solving the following equation, using the XYZ 
values of the measured white point: 

Where [Xw Yw Zwl is found by converting the measured white point's xy 
coordinates to CIE XYZ, normalizing for luminance (Y w): 

Xw Xw/Yw 
Yw 1 
Zw ( 1-Xw-Yw) /Yw 
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Here we deviate a little from [15] , where the value for Y w is assumed to be known. 
A normalization to 1 was chosen as in our case the white point was measured at 
full intensity for all primaries. 

Converting the obtained XYZ color back to R'G'B' is achieved by the inverse of 
these operations, using the color primaries of the R'G'B' system as input for the 
inverted conversion matrix. 

So in this way it is possible to communicate colors between different device 
dependent color spaces and a color match between this different devices can be 
obtained. However, another color cal ibration problem arises when trying to 
reproduce colors that are outside the displayable range of the target device. The 
next subsection discusses some general solutions to this problem. 

3.2.2 Co/or gamuts 

Every color output system can produce only a limited range of colors. This 
displayable range is referred to as the system's co/or gamut. RGB for example 
makes use of the additive mixture of light and therefore the displayable range of 
such a system is limited to all linear combinations of the system's color primaries. 
The color gamut of such systems can easily be visualized on a CIE chromaticity 
diagram by drawing straight lines between the xy coordinates of the RGB color 
primaries in the plane with constant Y=1 : 

Figure 14: Two RGB color gamuts 

As can be seen in Figure 14, these color gamuts can differ substantially between 
different devices. Due to this fact it sometimes is impossible to exactly reproduce a 
certain color in a target color space. Therefore gamut-mapping techniques are 
introduced, providing approximations for undisplayable colors. In literature many 
approaches can be found [27] [28] [29] . Several of these approaches are 
discussed next. Although for different applications and in different color spaces, all 
of them follow a generic scheme: 
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Figure 15: Generic gamut mapping 

For the eventual mapping of the coordinates several methods are proposed as 
well. The International Coler Consortium (ICC) discriminates these techniques into 
three main categories called rendering intents [23]. Based on the preservation of 
perception , color or saturation, these rendering intents will be briefly discussed 
respectively. 

Perceptual rendering intent describes the category of methods where color gamuts 
are expanded or compressed when moving between color spaces to maintain 
consistent overall appearance. These methods are generally recommended for 
photographic images, but even if no out-of-gamut colors are present the colors will 
be scaled accordingly. An advantage however is the reversibility of these mapping 
algorithms. 

Colorimetric rendering intent comprises the methods where in-gamut colors are 
reproduced exactly, whereas out-of-gamut colors are clipped to the nearest 
reproducible hue. To this end saturation and possibly brightness are sacrificed. 
This solution provides better results for images in which no important highly 
saturated colors are present. 

With saturation rendering intent the saturated primary colors of the source gamut 
are mapped to other saturated colors in the destination gamut, sacrificing both hue 
and brightness. Especially used in block graphics, this intent is rarely used for 
photographic images. 

So, depending on the application, an appropriate method needs to be chosen to 
obtain the most adequate color match. In our case colorimetric rendering intent 
was chosen as preservation of hue is of high importance due to requirement RQ1. 
To this end all out-of-gamut xy coordinates are clipped towards illuminant C, 
assuming that in this way only saturation will be decreased. More details on this 
method are described in section 4.2, whereas suggestions for other clipping 
methods and other color spaces can be found in Chapter 6. This concludes the 
discussion on color calibration. 
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Chapter 4 

A solution for Living Light 

In this chapter a solution for Living Light is proposed in the form of an algorithm for 
the automatic generation of light effects. With the video frames of arbitrary video 
content as input, this algorithm calculates the RGB values for the specific light 
units, used in the given setup, over time. The requirements given in Chapter 2 are 
used as a basis for the solution and the techniques described in Chapter 3 provide 
a context in which this solution was found. 

The first two sections describe a frame-by-frame solution, calculating RGB values 
and updating the light units accordingly for each separate frame. In these two 
sections the aspects of content analysis and color calibration with respect to this 
solution are dealt with. In the third section a major improvement on the algorithm is 
proposed by the introduction of subsampling. The last section will conclude the 
proposed solution with some implementation issues. 

4.1 Content Analysis 

This section discusses how content analysis techniques are used in order to obtain 
the appropriate content features for generating light effects that are coherent with 
the content (RQ1 ). As mentioned above, a first proposal for obtaining this coherent 
color match makes use of a frame-by-frame approach. In this way every separate 
frame of the video content is examined and the colors for the light units are 
extracted from the color information in the pixels of this frame. Synchronization is 
then achieved implicitly by sending the light effects to the light units at the same 
time as the corresponding frame is displayed on the television screen. 

Because of the physical differences between the different light units, the 
Centrelight and the LightSpeakers will be separately dealt with . 

4. 1. 1 The CentreLight 

The cones in the viewing center of our eye (fovea) are used for precise seeing in 
the focus area of our vision, however the cones in the periphery of our eye will also 
be triggered by colors outside this focus area. This is where the Centrelight units 
come in. These LED strips can produce colored light on the wall around the 
television. When watching a movie, the focus of our eye will be on average at the 
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center of the television, so then the Centrelight will be in the periphery of our 
vision. 

As stated in section 2.1.2, increasing the number of stimuli enhances the depth of 
an experience, as long as these stimuli are coherent. So as to enhance the 
experience of watching a movie, the Centrelight should produce colors coherently 
with the content. Presumably, a good way of doing this is to make use of an 
implementation of the 'Leaky Television' concept and to make it seem as if the 
colors 'leak out' of the television in a radial way around the center focus area of the 
television as shown in Figure 16: 

Figure 16: The 'Leaky Television' concept 

This solution requires a nearly continuous LED field around the television. The 
Centrelight setup however, consists of only six separately controllable LED strips; 
so only six different colors can be produced at the same time. This limits our 'leaky 
television' concept to the definition of six regions from which the color information 
for each separate LED strip is obtained. For simplification reasons, these regions 
were chosen to be rectangular, without overlap and equal in width with respect to 
the screen boundary. Chapter 6 provides suggestions to improve this concept. 
Figure 17 shows these regions with respect to the screen and each other: 

! ""' Al 

Figure 17: Definition of six regions 

The width (RW) of these regions is not a trivial issue. If it is taken too small , the 
color information inside will be less representative for that particular region. On the 
other hand, if this width is taken too big, the colors inside the region might not be 
specific enough to be coherent with the screen boundary anymore. 

After obtaining the RGB color information of this assumed representative set of 
pixels, what should be done with it to produce a coherent color on the wall? The 
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easiest way is to just take an average of all red, green and blue color values in the 
region, obtaining the average RGB color. 

Another approach could be to use the dominant color of such a region as defined 
in section 3.1. This dominant color could perceptually be more close to the color a 
user perceives when looking at a certain piece of content. However, using 
dominant color in this way has certain drawbacks as well. The dominant color of a 
region with for example an almost evenly distributed amount of black and red 
pixels could suddenly change from black to a bright red and back, resulting in 
highly undesirable flicker, whereas the perceived color of the region would be a 
stable dark red. Suggestions on how this concept could be improved can be found 
in Chapter 6. 

In this proposed solution only average color calculation will be used, assuming in 
most cases the average pixel color will provide the most realistic color match with 
the colors of the specific region. This average color calculation is also possible in 
another color space like the perceptual HSV space, which will probably result in a 
perceptually better representation of the region. However, to this end the RGB 
values of all pixels in every region in every frame need to be converted to HSV 
space before calculating this average HSV color. It is assumed that the profit that 
is gained by this method in the field of color coherency (RQ1) does not countervail 
against the loss in time efficiency (RQ4). However, this was not tested in practice 
and therefore a suggestion on the use of HSV space can be found in Chapter 6 as 
well. 

With the setup having six separate LED strips the definition of the six screen 
regions seemed a logical decision. In practice however, using the average RGB 
colors of the six regions, this method revealed a rather annoying discontinuity 
between the top two LED strips, as well as the bottom ones. Using four separate 
regions instead, averaging the colors for the top and bottom LED strips, solved this 
problem (Figure 18): 

Figure 18: Definition of four regions with average RGB color 
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4. 1.2 The LightSpeakers 

The Centrelight is in the same vertical plane as the television, which allows for a 
reasonably logical mapping between content and light units by means of the 
proposed regions. The LightSpeakers however are in a horizontal plane, 
surrounding the user. Because of this, these LightSpeakers are especially 
important for creating an immersive experience and augmented reality. However to 
achieve this, the visual stimuli provided by these speakers should be coherent to 
the content, the Centrelight and each other as well , creating a compelling virtual 
environment [38]. So for content immersion a proper color mapping has to be 
found to get from a 20 vertical image on the television screen to a 30 surround 
experience in the living room. 

One way of doing this is to virtually 'fold' the screen around the room. In this way 
the colors in the leftmost and rightmost region of the screen will fold to the left and 
right back speaker respectively, whereas the left middle and right middle parts will 
be reflected by the front speakers: 

[i i I I] 

Figure 19: 'Folding' the screen around the user 

This looks like a nice solution for converting a 20 image to 30 space. However not 
tested in practice, this method will presumably not work that well. Especially with 
the proposed solution for the Centrelight, there will be a significant color 
discontinuity between the front LightSpeakers and the Centrelight. This 
contradicts the requirement of coherent color stimuli (RQ1 ). 

Because of this requirement being rather important for creating the desired 
immersive experience, and because of the front LightSpeakers emitting light on the 
same wall as the Centrelight, it seems reasonable to use the color information in 
the top left and right part of the screen for setting the front left (LSP1) and right 
(LSP2) LightSpeakers respectively. The pictorial cue of relative height [17] tells us 
that objects in a 20 image, which appear lower in the field of view, will be 
perceived as being closer to the viewer. So using the color information in the 
bottom left and right parts of the screen for setting the rear (LSP3, LSP4) 
LightSpeakers, seems a good first step in creating the desired augmented reality. 
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Using the same reasoning as in the previous section, the average RGB color of 
these regions is again assumed to provide the most coherent color match: 

Figure 20: A proposed solution for the LightSpeakers 

These eight regions form the basis of the content analysis part of the algorithm and 
the average RGB colors extracted from these regions will be used for further 
processing. 

4.2 Color calibration 

Through content analysis mentioned above, for each frame, eight RGB values are 
obtained corresponding to the different light units. When these average RGB 
values are sent to these corresponding light units however, the light units will emit 
colors that do not even come close to the desired average colors coherent to those 
on the television screen. 

Because of the light units being a completely different medium, a lot of color 
calibration steps are required to obtain a coherent color match. These steps 
comprise gamma correction, color space conversion, gamut mapping and 
brightness scaling. This section will describe these processes step by step, 
concluding with an overview in subsection 4.2.5. 

4.2. 1 Gamma correction 

Displays most often do not have a linear intensity to voltage response curve. This 
means that a pixel with intensity x in the content will be displayed with intensity xY 

on the television screen, for some gamma y > 1. To correct for this problem, the 
input signal is gamma corrected, i.e. every pixel in the content has intensity x 1' Y. 
The Living Light Flat TV uses a gamma of 2.2 so, as to reflect the same average 
color on the walls, our color calibration process should presumably use a 'gamma 
correction correction' of 2.2 as well. 

Because gamma correction is a nonlinear color transformation, it is of importance 
where to include it in the algorithm. Gamma correcting the average pixel color will 
result in a different value than averaging over the gamma corrected pixels. 
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Because we want to resemble the average television color as close as possible, 
the pixels of each region are normalized and gamma corrected before the average 
color calculation takes place. For an overview of these steps and the color spaces 
that were used in each part of the algorithm see Figure 23. 

4.2.2 Co/or space conversion 

Sending the gamma corrected average RGB values to the light units will still yield 
intolerable color differences between the television screen and the different light 
units respectively. This is mainly caused by the fact that RGB is a device 
dependent color space. Therefore color space conversions are needed to 
communicate the RGB values between the different output devices. 

As stated in section 3.2.1 , such conversions are usually performed via a device 
independent color space and for this solution CIE XYZ was chosen to be that 
intermediate device independent space. For the conversion matrices the red, 
green, blue color primaries as well as the reference white points of the different 
devices (TV, Centrelight, LightSpeakers) were measured using a colorimeter. 
These values can be found in Table 1: 

Table 1: Measured primaries for Flat TV and light units 

Device 
Red primary Green primary Blue primary Reference white 

Xr Yr Xa Ya xb Yb Xw Yw 
Flat TV 0.638 0.348 0.262 0.670 0.175 0.127 0.351 0.370 
LED 1 0.702 0.297 0.273 0.623 0.143 0.041 0.345 0.284 
LED2 0.705 0.295 0.272 0.618 0.144 0.039 0.339 0.278 
LED3 0.704 0.296 0.270 0.617 0.141 0.041 0.352 0.300 
LED4 0.701 0.290 0.285 0.654 0.142 0.042 0.352 0.309 
LED 5 0.701 0.298 0.290 0.650 0.143 0.042 0.350 0.304 
LED 6 0.706 0.294 0.273 0.609 0.141 0.043 0.332 0.290 
LSP 1 0.503 0.312 0.306 0.476 0.180 0.122 0.293 0.272 
LSP2 0.562 0.332 0.325 0.516 0.187 0.125 0.372 0.315 
LSP3 0.533 0.325 0.311 0.508 0.170 0.108 0.291 0.269 
LSP4 0.560 0.329 0.326 0.510 0.188 0.126 0.385 0.318 

Using these primaries the conversion matrices can be calculated using the 
equations of section 3.2.1. As an example the conversion matrix for Flat TV RGB 
to CIE XYZ is obtained as follows: 

Xw Xw/Yw = 0.35 1 /0 . 370 = 0. 94 9 

Yw 1 

Zw (1-Xw-Yw)/Yw = 0 . 279 / 0 . 37 0 = 0 . 754 
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So, multiplying a set of normalized gamma corrected Flat TV RGB values (like the 
average color of a gamma corrected region) by this conversion matrix [M] will yield 
the corresponding device independent CIE XYZ color. 

These device independent colors need to be reproduced exactly by the light units. 
This is achieved by using the inverse conversion matrix with the corresponding 
light unit's primaries as input. However, some RGB values obtained in this way are 
outside the nominal [0 .. 1] range and are therefore not displayable by the light units. 
The next subsections will propose a solution to this problem. 

4.2.3 Gamut mapping 

According to Hall [19], negative RGB values after color space conversion are 
caused by colors with chromaticities outside the displayable range. Using the 
measured color primaries from Table 1, the average color gamuts for the different 
light units are visualized in Figure 21. 

As can be seen in this figure, some colors of the TV color gamut are indeed 
outside the gamuts of the different light units. When the TV shows a fully saturated 
green, it simply is not possible to produce the exact same color on the light units. 
This means the color needs to be mapped onto the specific color gamut first, 
before sending the RGB values to the light units. 
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Figure 21: TV color gamut (white) , LED gamut (blue) and LightSpeaker gamut (yellow) 

As stated in section 3.2.2 and visualized in Figure 15, gamut mapping is commonly 
applied to device independent color coordinates. In our case we have these 
coordinates in device independent CIE xyY space as visualized in the chromaticity 
diagrams. 

Because of the color coherency requirement (RQ1 ), in our case it is important to 
maintain the dominant hue of the color to be mapped. According to Foley [15], the 
dominant wavelength and therefore the hue of a color can be found by intersecting 
the line from CIE illuminant C through the chromaticity coordinates of this color 
with the horseshoe curve. Therefore, clipping out-of-gamut colors towards CIE 
illuminant C preserves the hue by this definition. This gamut mapping method fits 
in the field of colorimetric rendering intent as described in section 3.2.2. In-gamut 
colors are preserved, whereas for out-of-gamut colors only saturation is decreased 
until the target gamut is met : 

... 

Figure 22: Out-of-gamut color clipping towards CIE illuminant C 
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This gamut clipping is especially necessary for the LightSpeakers with their 
relatively small color gamut. Although this was not tested in practice, the same 
color clipping theory is assumed to provide acceptable results for the 
LightSpeakers as well. 

After color clipping, the coordinates are transformed back to XYZ space, and 
converted to the light unit's RGB space, without any values being negative 
anymore. However, there still is the problem of normalized RGB values greater 
than one, which will be addressed in the next subsection. 

4.2.4 Brightness scaling 

Hall [19] states that normalized RGB values greater than one are caused by colors 
with chromaticities within the displayable range, but with intensities beyond the 
range of the device. 

This can be solved by just clamping all RGB values above 1 to 1. However, this 
will result in unwanted shifts in hue and saturation, disturbing our previously 
obtained color match. If both hue and saturation need to be preserved, the ratio 
between R, G and B should be maintained. Therefore all offending colors (with 
values > 1) are equally scaled in all three RGB channels, dividing them by 
max (RGB). This scaling is applied locally for each light unit. A consequence of 
this decision is that the luminance of non-offending colors is maintained at the cost 
of luminance ratio between the light units. 

4.2.5 Co/or calibration overview 

This subsection will give an overview of the various processes involved in color 
calibration, starting with a frame in non-linear RGB space and resulting in 
approximately the same colors on the television screen and the light units 
respectively (Figure 23). 
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• From the boundaries of the frame, four regions are defined for the 
Centrelight LEDs. 

• Four quarters of the frame are used as regions for the LightSpeakers. 
• All RGB values in each region are raised to the power y to compensate for 

the gamma correction in the input signal. 
• From each region the average pixel color is obtained (µ). 

• This RGB color is converted to device independent XYZ space, using the 
primaries of the television screen for the conversion matrix. 

• The XYZ color is transformed to xyY coordinates. 
• If outside the light unit's gamut, the color is clipped towards CIE illuminant 

C. 
• The (mapped) xyY coordinates are transformed back to XYZ space. 
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• The XYZ color is converted to the particular light unit's RGB space using 
the light unit's primaries for the inverse conversion matrix. 

• If one of the RGB values is above 1, the color is scaled by dividing all three 
channels by their maximum value. 

• Both the original frame and the calculated colors are sent to the television 
and the particular light units respectively. 

Non-lin. RGB Non-lin. RGB Lin. RGB Lin. RGB 

Input ___. 
Frame 

• 
Television 

(y) 

Light Units 
._., 
'"" 

Regions r. 

Light 
UnitRGB 

Gamma --. Avg. 

brightness 
scaling 

r. 

~ 

Light 
UnitRGB 

Figure 23: Colar calibration overview 
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These methods, except for gamut mapping and brightness scaling, were 
implemented in a first frame-by-frame solution, which was used for demonstration 
purposes as described in Chapter 5. The color coherency and brightness 
requirements (RQ1 and RQ2) were reasonably met in this way. Flicker and time 
efficiency issues (RQ3 and RQ4) however, were not taken into account yet. 
Therefore subsampling was introduced as described in the next section. 

4.3 Time subsampling 

In order to meet requirement RQ3 and RQ4, this section provides adjustments and 
refinements to the proposed frame-by-frame solution. To this end methods for 
flicker reduction in the automatic effect generation for Living Light are introduced in 
a relatively time efficient way. 

With the introduction of color calibration in the previous section, it is now possible 
to create a coherent color experience for every single frame of the video content. 
In section 2.1.5, flicker was defined as a perceivable fluctuation in color or 
brightness. Boyce [5] states that flicker is best perceived at frequencies of about 
25 Hz. With a standard (PAL) frame rate of 25 frames per second, updating the 
colors of the light units for every single frame can cause color and brightness 
fluctuations at exactly 25 Hz, which can then result in the most visible flicker. 

To solve this problem, as a first step, basic subsampling (assessing only 1 in n 
frames) is introduced, followed by adaptive subsampling for special effects 
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detection. The third subsection will describe how fading is used to reduce flicker in 
the LEDs at low intensities, followed by some conclusions in subsection 4.3.4. 

4. 3. 1 Basic Subsampling 

In order to reduce annoying flicker, the light units should not be updated according 
to the colors of every single frame. To this end only 1 in n frames will be used for 
average color calculation. Preserving the 1 to 1 mapping between frame and light 
effect, smooth color transitions and more subtle intensity changes are achieved 
when linearly interpolating the values for the intermediate frames. In this way the 
light units are still updated for every frame, but the effects are more continuous in 
color and brightness, decreasing perceivable fluctuations that cause flicker. 

Video frames 

Light units - no subsampling 

Light units - subsampling with n=1 O 

Figure 24: Basic Subsampling 

This kind of subsampling has two major advantages: 
• Flicker is reduced by means of smooth color transitions (RQ3). 
• Examining only 1 inn frames is more time efficient (RQ4) . 

Time efficiency is especially important in real time situations, when the light effects 
have to be generated on the fly, while the content is being displayed. In that case 
however, the subsampling rate (n) cannot be taken to high. The linear interpolation 
of the RGB values for the intermediate frames requires a delay in the content of at 
least n frames, which in the mean time need to be stored in memory. With a 
subsampling rate of n=10 as in Figure 24 this delay will be less than 0.5 seconds, 
which seems reasonable. In the meantime, the fluctuation frequency of the light 
units will be dropped to around 2.5 Hz, which, according to Boyce [5] is far less 
perceived as flicker. Note that this parameter choice is not based on user testing. 
As suggested in Chapter 6, future experiments with users will help in finding the 
optimal parameter values. 

As can be seen in Figure 24, a disadvantage of subsampling is the loss in color 
coherency. Obviously the color coherency (RQ1) and flicker reduction 
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requirements (RQ3) contradict in this way. The next subsection discusses a 
solution to this problem. 

4.3.2 Adaptive subsampling 

Examining only 1 in n frames, as shown above, helps in reducing flicker, but on the 
other hand, important color information can be lost. Within for example 1 O frames a 
sudden flash of approximately 2 or 3 frames could occur in the content, which then 
can be missed by the subsampling method proposed above, where the values for 
intermediate frames are linearly interpolated. 

The Living Light setup is especially capable of emphasizing special effects in the 
content. Therefore adaptive subsampling is introduced to detect these special 
effects. In order to keep the time efficiency advantage of the previously proposed 
subsampling method, only a small amount of pixels is examined in each region for 
special effects detection. A choice for these pixels was made by defining six small 
regions inside the existing four regions. Figure 24 shows these small regions with 
respect to the screen and each other: 

Figure 25: Definition of small regions for special effects detection 

Each of these small regions can trigger processing of one or more larger regions: 
• R1 is triggered by a substantial color difference in small region 1 or small 

region 2. 
• R2 is be triggered by a substantial color difference in small region 3. 
• R3 is be triggered by a substantial color difference in small region 4 or small 

region 5 
• R4 is triggered by a substantial color difference in small region 6. 
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• RS (front left LightSpeaker) is triggered by a substantial color difference in 
small region 1. 

• R6 (front right LightSpeaker) is triggered by a substantial color difference in 
small region 2. 

• R7 (rear right LightSpeaker) is triggered by a substantial color difference in 
small region 4. 

• R8 (rear left LightSpeaker) is triggered by a substantial color difference in 
small region 5. 

Processing these small regions, subsampling can be applied as well, examining 
them only one in m frames with m << n. After examining these small regions, a 
decision is made whether the corresponding large region(s) are fully processed. 
This decision depends mainly on the color difference (coldif) compared to the 
same small region in the last fully processed frame, but also on the amount of 
frames that have passed since this corresponding large region has last been fully 
processed. In this way each region is still fully processed within at most n+m 
frames, which is important for color coherency, as well as interpolation and 
buffering issues in an on the fly application of the algorithm. 

This method provides a solution for subsampling, which preserves the advantages 
of flicker reduction and time efficiency without missing a lot of special effects in the 
content. With the current values for m(=3) , n(=10) and coldif(=0.128) this special 
effect detection works reasonably well , as checked in practice. Again, optimal 
values for checking color difference and the parameters m and n will have to be 
found by future user testing as suggested in Chapter 6. 

4.3.3 Fading 

Although the method of adaptive subsampling reduces flicker a lot, the Centrelight 
LED strips still produce flicker and incoherent colors when activated at low 
intensities. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, this is a technical hardware problem, 
which in the meantime has been fixed by replacing the LED strips with a new 
solution, containing better drivers and far less LEDs. 

With the used setup however, a workaround solution is provided by fading the 
values for the LEDs to black, when their intensities get below a certain brightness 
threshold (thresh). So instead of trying to resemble a piece of dark content in a 
flickering way, the LEDs are faded off in a number of frames (nfades), until the 
content is bright enough again. 

4. 3.4 Conclusion 

To meet requirement RQ3 (flicker should be avoided), subsampling was 
introduced to reduce overall flicker by providing smooth transitions from one color 
to another. Only one in n frames was used for processing and the lighting values 
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for intermediate frames were linearly interpolated. A second advantage that came 
with this solution was in the field of time efficiency (RQ4), which is an especially 
important issue when generating the light effects on the fly instead of storing the 
effects in a script prior to showing the content. In this way the workload was 
reduced by a factor n. 

However, skipping a major part of the frames completely causes a lack of color 
information and may therefore result in a loss of color coherency. To this end 
adaptive subsampling was introduced in such a way that the advantages of flicker 
reduction and time efficiency are preserved whereas the previous loss of special 
effects is regarded for. With a smaller time interval (one in m frames) , small 
regions in the frames are checked for color difference. If such a color difference is 
detected, the corresponding region(s) are triggered to be processed completely. 

Furthermore, fading was introduced to correct for flicker and color incoherency in 
the LED strips at low intensities. Instead of trying to resemble low intensity content 
colors, the LED strips of a specific region are faded off until the luminance in that 
region has increased sufficiently. 

This gives us all the ingredients for automatic Living Light effect generation, 
meeting the desired requirements in an appropriate way. The implementation 
details for this solution are provided in the next section. 

4.4 Implementation 

After having assembled all the desired ingredients for an algorithm that meets the 
requirements for automatic effect generation for Living Light, the next issue will be 
to implement these separate components in an orderly fashion. This section first 
gives a general overview for the algorithm, followed by specific implementation 
issues and concluding with a detailed overview for automatic Living Light effect 
generation. 

The first step is to obtain the frames from the video content. For efficiency reasons 
only one in m frames will be examined as described in section 4.3.2. So for every 
m'h frame the six small regions are defined and examined. The average, gamma 
corrected color information from these small regions is used to decide which larger 
regions need to be fully processed. If so, from these large regions the average 
gamma corrected color is calculated and calibrated for the corresponding light 
units. The RGB values for intermediate frames are linearly interpolated and the 
next frame can be examined. 

4.4. 1 Processing the regions 

This subsection will discuss how the small and larger regions are defined and how 
the average gamma corrected colors are obtained. With the resolution of the video 
content being H x W, first a frame will be defined as a set of pixels: 
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Frame = {Pu I 0 $ i < H A 0 $ j < W} 

These pixels contain the color information in the form of an RGB vector: 

p) ~j i' r,g ,bE [0 .. 255] l bij 

Now, with a region width of RW, the eight different large regions, as visualized in 
Figure 25, can properly be defined as subsets of such a frame: 

RJ ={Pu I 0 $ i < RW !\ 0 $ j < W} 

R2 = {Pu I RW $ i < H - RW AW - RW $ j < W} 

R3 = {Pu I H - RW $ i <H A 0 $ j < W} 

R4 = { p u I RW $ i < H - RW !\ 0 $ j < RW} 

R5 = {Pu I 0 $ i < ~ A 0 $ j < : } 

R6 = {Pu I 0 $ i < ~ A: $ j < W} 

R? = { P·· I H $ i < H !\ w $ l. < w} 
I} 2 2 . 

R8 = {Pu I H $ i < H A 0 $ j < W } 
2 2 

For the small regions a small part of the pixels within these regions was chosen as 
visualized again in Figure 25. In this way, these small regions can be defined as: 

sR
1 
= {p .. 13.Rw $ i <2Rw !\ 2w $ j <~W} 

I} 5 5 10 10 

sR2 ={p~ 13_RW $ i <2Rw A _2._W $ j < ~W} 
' 5 5 10 10 

2 RW . 3 RW 3 . 2 
sR = {p .. l-H +-$i <-H--AW--RW $ l <W--RW} 

} IJ 5 5 5 5 5 5 

sR = {p .. I H _2Rw $ i < H _3_RW A_2._W $ l. < ~W} 
4 

I) 5 5 10 10 

sR5 = {pij I H _2Rw $ i < H _ 3. Rw !\2w $ j < ~W} 
5 5 10 10 

2 RW . 3 RW 2 . 3 
sR = {p .. l-H +-$i <-H--A-RW $ l <-RW} 6 1J 5 5 5 5 5 5 
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As stated in section 4.2.1 , the original pixels are in some gamma corrected (y-1
) 

RGB space. Therefore the RGB values in the regions need to be raised to the 
power y before calculating an average color that reflects the average color on the 
television screen. This 'gamma correction correction' should be applied to RGB 
values in the nominal [0 .. 1] range. This is achieved by first dividing all values in a 
region by 255. The average color for a specific region , µ(Rx) can then be formally 
defined as: 

In this way, the gamma operation implies a power function three times per 
processed pixel. As there can be only 256 different values for rii· gii and bii· it is far 
more efficient to create a table in memory for the gamma correction . This reduces 
the power operation to a memory lookup operation, which is much faster in 
execution time. 

For the small regions this average color is used for comparison to decide whether 
the corresponding larger regions need to be processed. To this end µ(sRx) is 
compared to the average color of the same small region of the last frame in which 
the corresponding large region(s) were fully processed. The absolute color 
differences in all three RGB channels are accumulated and if their total exceeds a 
certain parameter, a substantial color change in the content was detected and 
therefore the corresponding region(s) will be fully processed. 

Because of color coherency issues (linear interpolation towards a sudden flash 
decreases it's effect) and buffering capacity (for interpolation of the values for 
intermediate frames, these frames need to be delayed and stored in memory), still 
some kind of basic subsampling must be applied when no color differences take 
place. Therefore a region will always be fully processed if it has been more then n 
frames since this region was triggered to be examined totally, even if no 
substantial color difference has occurred. 

Processing a large region comprises taking the average gamma corrected color 
µ(Rx) and using this color as a basis for the color calibration process to obtain the 
eventual color for the corresponding light unit, followed by the linear interpolation 
of this light unit's values for the intermediate frames. 

4.4.2 Co/or calibration 

The average region color µ(Rx) is in television RGB space. This color needs to be 
converted to the corresponding light unit's RGB space via CIE XYZ independent 
color space. The color space conversions between RGB and CIE XYZ space are 
all done by the matrix multiplications as described in sections 3.2.4 and 4.2.2. For 
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efficiency reasons the conversion matrices for the television and all the light units 
are calculated beforehand and stored in memory. The xyY color coordinates are 
then obtained via the simple conversions as described in Figure 13. 

For gamut clipping first the gamut itself is represented by three parametric line 
segments in 20 space, using the color primaries from Table 1: 

RG(A) = (rx, ry) + A((gx, g y) - (rx, ry)) 

GB( A) = (gx, g y) + A((bx,by) -(gx, g y)) 

BR(A) = (b .. ,b_) + A((rx, ry) - (bx, b_)) 

AE [O .. l] 

Clipping a color coordinate A: (ax, ay) towards CIE illuminant C: (ex = 0.310, 
Cy = 0.316) is then done by finding the intersection point between each of these 
three line segments with the line segment: 

CA(µ ) = (c .. ,cy) + µ ((a .. ,ay) - (cx,cv)) 

µE [0 .. l] 

Solving /.., andµ from for example the linear equations RG(A) =CA(µ ), leads to: 

and therefore 

A= (rv - cy)(ax -cx) - (r .. - c .. )(ay - cy) 

(g .. - rJ(aY- cY) - (gY-rY)(a .. - cx) 

If the denominator in these equations turns out to be zero, the lines are parallel 
and no intersection exists. Only if the color was outside the gamut, a solution with 
A.,µ E [O .. 1] is found for one of the three gamut line segments. 

The coordinates of this intersection point are the coordinates for the clipped color. 
These coordinates are transformed back to CIE XYZ and then multiplied by the 
inverse conversion matrix corresponding to the specific light unit to obtain the RGB 
values for this light unit. If one of these values is still greater than one, all three 
RGB channels are divided by max(RGB) to scale the vector to the [0 .. 1] range as 
described in section 4.2.4 
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After obtaining the eventual RGB values for the specific region in the currently 
examined frame, the RGB values for intermediate frames are obtained by linearly 
interpolating the three channels between this color and the color of this region in 
the last fully processed frame. 

Either on the fly or by using a lightscript, the eventual RGB values can now be sent 
to the light units synchronously with the corresponding frames on the television. 
The next subsection will give a detailed overview for the proposed algorithm. 
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4.4.3 Implementation overview 

All operations for the proposed solution can be visualized in a detailed overview. 
This diagram is given in Figure 26, where yellow blocks denote the operations, 
pink diamonds stand for various checks and choices and blue circles contain 
memory information: 
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Chapter 5 

First results 

An offline implementation of the previously proposed solution for automatic effect 
generation has been realized through Matlab. The values for the different 
parameters used in this version can be found in Table2: 

Table 2: Parameter overview 

Parameter Parameter description Value first 
name version 

m Subsampling step for examining the frames. 
Every one in m frames the small regions are checked. 3 

gamma Value used for gamma correction. 1.8 
cold if Coler threshold for determining whether a substantial 

color difference has taken place (normalized). 0.078 
n Subsampling step if no substantial color difference 

was detected. 10 
RW Width of the regions (pixels). 100 

thresh Brightness threshold for determining whether fading 
should be applied (normalized). 0.05 

nfades Number of frames used for fading a color to black. 10 

Although the Living Light FLAT TV uses a gamma correction of 2.2, in our case 1.8 
was chosen as it resulted in a more appealing color match. Note however that no 
user testing was done to substantiate this choice. 

This first version is able to analyze a series of stored video frames, converting the 
video color information into RGB values for the different light units as described in 
the previous chapter. These RGB values are then stored in a lightscript for later 
use. 

Such lightscripts were automatically generated using some sample video content 
like a Lord of The Rings trailer and a nature clip from a Philips Demo DVD. These 
stored lightscripts were then used for demonstrating the Living Light setup and it's 
possibilities to staff members of various Philips divisions from all over the world. 
This resulted in a lot of comments and feedback on the setup and the algorithm 
that was used. Also the Al-L project team and other colleagues were useful in 
obtaining such feedback. Although no official user tests were realized yet, this 
chapter summarizes some of the feedback obtained in this way. 
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In general most people reacted positively to the concept. The implementation of 
the leaky television concept was absolutely appreciated in this way. The effect of 
content immersion was really experienced as innovative and appealing. 

Despite the proposed subsampling and fading techniques, flicker in the light units 
still turned out to be experienced as one of the major drawbacks of the 
implementation. As the human eye is extremely sensitive to flicker, this negative 
effect causes the light units to draw the viewer's attention , distracting and 
disturbing the user's concentration on the content. 

Concerning brightness, the major complaint was about the loss of contrast in the 
content, probably due to the ratio principle as described in section 2.1.4. About the 
use of other light sources or sunlight in the room the opinions were quite divided. 
When completely in the dark, the Living Light concept is much more overwhelming. 
Apparently it is a rather personal issue whether people appreciate this 
overwhelming experience or not. Also the type of the content might influence 
people's opinions in this matter. The eight o'clock news for example will probably 
be less appreciated with surrounding light effects. 

Furthermore, the use of the LightSpeakers turned out to be quite disputable as 
well. Because of their relatively small color gamut, in several cases incoherent 
colors were produced, disturbing the immersive presence and augmented reality. 
Especially the front LightSpeakers, being in the periphery of our vision, were 
repeatedly seen as a distraction instead of providing added value to the concept. 

In a later stage of the project, members of the project team implemented an online 
version of the algorithm with the same values for the parameters. This version is 
able to generate the proposed light effects on the fly, while a piece of video content 
is being displayed. Using this algorithm, a group of five students (2m, 3f) was 
asked to watch the full Finding Nemo DVD and to fill out a questionnaire about the 
light effects afterwards. This questionnaire consisted of five demographic 
questions about the test subject's background, followed by seven closed and three 
open questions about the overall experience. For the closed questions so-called 
Likert scales were used: 
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Chapter 5 - First results 

The full questionnaire, results, suggestions and conclusions can be found in 
Appendix A. 

Based on this demos and questionnaire feedback, although not obtained from 
thorough user testing, still some conclusions will be given in Chapter 6. Following 
these conclusions several suggestions on how to improve the concept can be 
found in the next chapter as well. 
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Conclusions and suggestions 

Based on the feedback from Chapter 5, this chapter will provide some conclusions 
and suggestions on how to improve the concept. 

As an overall conclusion it can be stated that the implementation of the leaky 
television concept, as proposed in Chapter 4, works reasonably well in obtaining 
appealing results when automatically generating effects for the Living Light setup. 
Especially in comparison to manual lightscript creation, this automatic method 
proves to be highly competing. The points of negative feedback will separately be 
discussed next. 

The flicker in the Centrelight is mainly caused by the way the LED strips are 
driven with a number of brightness steps that is far too low for obtaining smooth 
transitions from one color to another, especially at low intensity levels. As 
described in section 2.2.1, this limited number of brightness steps is caused by the 
number of LEDs in the total setup being far too high, causing loss of contrast, glare 
and annoyance when driven at more than one quarter of their power. 

The LightSpeakers are producing colors that are far too white and therefore 
incoherent with the Centrelight and the television content. This lack of saturation 
is mainly caused by their relatively small color gamut, but also the size of the 
LightSpeakers' corresponding regions, being one quarter of the screen, gives rise 
to less saturated average colors. 

All in all , most problems and points where the requirements are not met are due to 
failures in the hardware setup. As a main conclusion and suggestion these 
problems would probably be solved by replacing the setup by a new version with 
far less LEDs for the Centrelight and using LEDs as the light source in the 
LightSpeakers as well. A new driver could probably reduce the flicker considerably 
and fading at low intensities would not be necessary anymore. Using the same 
type of LEDs for Centrelight and LightSpeakers will help in solving the color 
incoherencies between these light units. Meanwhile such a new hardware solution 
has been implemented with (as expected) much better performance on brightness, 
flicker and color coherency. 

In the field of content analysis, some suggestions for future work are to look at 
variations of dominant color. Instead of taking the average color of each region, 
(quantized) color histograms can be used to provide the perceived dominant color 
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of a region. Also the width , height and shape of the large and small regions can be 
played with. 

Furthermore, the detection of motion vectors and scene cuts can help in providing 
a more appealing solution. When used correctly, gradually fading the light units 
from one scene to another could provide a nice effect. 

Audio analysis opens a field of possibilities as well. For example dialogues can 
provide information about the mood of a scene and the surround sound information 
can be used for special effects in the LightSpeakers. 

Concerning color calibration, using different color spaces might provide a better 
color match. HSV color space for example is more linear with visual perception [6] 
and obtaining the average color in this space might yield better results. 

The same holds for gamut mapping. In our case CIE xyY chromaticity coordinates 
were used for color clipping. In 1976 the CIE introduced a new color space called 
CIE L*a*b* [16], in which color coordinates can be specified in a way that is far 
more linear with perception than in xyY. Applying the gamut clipping or other 
mapping techniques in this color space will probably result in a perceptually more 
coherent color match. 

A way of improving the proposed adaptive subsampling technique is to look at 
different interpolation methods. Instead of the proposed linear interpolation, maybe 
the use of for example spline interpolation might result in even better color 
transitions. 

As all parameter values from Table 2 were somewhat intuitively chosen , extensive 
user testing should be realized to tweak these parameter values for optimal 
performance. But as for example overall brightness and intensity changes turned 
out to be rather personally experienced, it could also be a good idea to leave the 
fine-tuning of some of these parameters to the end-user. In this way the user can 
personalize his/her light effects, by for example setting the overall brightness, or 
specifying the intensity and amount of effects, resulting in the ultimate surround 
light experience! 
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Appendix A 

Finding Nemo Questionnaire 

In this appendix the full questionnaire mentioned in Chapter 5 will be given, 
followed by some results, suggestions and conclusions. 

The questionnaire 

After watching the Finding Nemo movie and experiencing the light effects, please 
be so kind to fill out this form. Thanks in advance, 

1. Age: 

2. Sex: 

10 - 20 years old 
20 - 30 years old 
30 - 40 years old 
40 - 50 years old 

> 50 years old 

Male 
Female 

3.a. Current education level: 
Primary school 
Secondary school 
University 
Graduate 
Post Graduate 

Huub van den Broek 

3.b. If applicable, what is the major area of your study: ____ ___ _ 

4. How many movies do you watch on a weekly average: 
0 
1 
2 
3 
~4 
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5. What are your favorite movie genres: (you can check off more than one) 
Action 
Horror I Sci-Fi 
Thriller I Suspense 
Drama 
Animation 
Comedy 
Cult 

6. Please rate the following statements by checking off the term that most 
closely reflects your opinion. 
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a. Adding light effects behind the television enhances the experience of 
watching a movie. 

Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 

b. The light effects distract the attention from the content. 
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 

c. For this movie, the lighting colors matched well with the content. 
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 

d. I liked the light effects. 
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 
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e. There was too much flicker in the lights. 
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 

f. Using the light effects for a full movie is too long. 
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 

g. The light effects are appealing for animation movies. 
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 

7.a. For which types of content do you think the light effects are appealing? 

7.b. And for which types of content absolutely not? 

8. Any suggestions to improve the concept? 

Thank you for your cooperation! 
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Environmental settings 

During the movie the rest of the room was completely dark 
Only the CentreLight LEDs were used, so no LightSpeakers 

Results 

Below are the results for the seven closed Likert scale questions orderly visualized 
in seven bar charts. 
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Suggestions 

The user should be able to manually adjust the brightness of the lights. 
The LightSpeakers should be used as well. 

Conclusions 
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This group of students really liked the light effects. 
The color match was reasonably well. 
Flicker was noticed, but most of the participants said it was not really 
annoying, especially after some time, when they became accustomed to it. 
Using light effects for a full movie is not too long. 
Animation is a good movie genre to use these light effects with. 


